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Abstract 
Morayne, M., Complements of sets in abstract Borelian hierarchies, Topology and its Applications 
39(1991)277-281. 
We consider the problem of a connection between the complexity of a set and of its complement 
provided both sets belong to the Borelian family built over certain compact (semicompact) family 
of sets. 
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ntrochctio 
Abstract Borelian sets of- y an important role in the modern capacity theory. This 
paper was, in fact, inspired by the author’s reading of the classical books of Meyer 
[5] and of Dellacherie [ 11. The aim here is to investigate the structure of Borelian 
sets over compaci families, the ones predominantly used in both books. 
1. efinitions an< 
The set of positive integers will be denoted by N. The set of the rational numbers 
will be denoted by Q and let N = [0, l]\Q. We shall write NN for the family of all 
sequences of positive integers. If X is a topological space YCx ( Sx ) will stand for 
the family of all compact (closed, 
Let 55 be a family of subsets of s 
the smallest family containing 26’ a 
countable unions. By ‘Z&, ii!?&, Z$, w 
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intersections, countable intersections and countable unions of sets from %. Let us 
now define the multiplicative-additive hierarchy on Se( 8). Let 
8&, and inductively: 
(I)={ fi A,,: A, EH,,,(Q and (Y,CCY 
n-l I 
, 
if (Y is even, in particular if a is a limit ordinal; 
(V={“c, A,: A.~~,#)}, 
if a is odd and a! = p + 1. Notice that if X is a compact metric space and n:(X), 
2:(x), lSa(YC&, are respectively multiplicative and additive classes of the 
classical Bore1 hierarchy on X then H&X, ) = I?:(X), (X,)=Zr;p(X), H#&) = 
_@(X ), etc. 
The smallest family of sets containing 25 and closed under countable unions and 
under taking complements with respect o E is called the Borel family over 8. It 
will be denoted by B( 8 j. 
By S(8) we shall denote the family of all sets obtained from the sets of 8 by 
applying Souslin’s A-operation, namely 
S(8)= u is Ek ,... &k,,kz,...)Emt” I { : PI=1 l 
Ek ,... li,, E 55 for each finite sequence k,, . . . , k, . 
By [2, pp. 90-931 sB(zP) c S(8) (compare also [5, Chapter 3, Section 1, Theorem 
8, the footnote after Definition 73 and [4]). 
We say that a family 8 is compact (semicompact) if for any Yc 8 (any countable 
9s 8, respectively) such that n AC.F A = 0 there exists a finite subfamily 9, c g 
such that nAE .%, A = 0. 
ierarcbies over dzompact families 
Let us assume that the sets A, A’= E\A belong to a( 8’). If A E ha,( 8) for some 
a! < o1 what can be said then about the minimal ordinai number /3 such that 
We start with a separation theorem. It is a typical abstract case theorem. While 
it is obvious in the classical case of 8 =X,, where X is metric and compact, it has 
a number of consequences in more general situations. 
Les 8 be a semicompact fami$ of subsets of a set E. Les A E (8) 
(= ifs), BE §(8), and An B = 0. Then shere exists C E 5Zdcr such that B c C and 
AnC=0. 
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roof. Let A = nz=, A,,, A,, E 8 for each n E N, and let 
B=U is Ek ,... k,,: (k,,kz5...)ENN , 
?I=l 
where Ek, ..+,E % for each finite sequence kr,.. ., k,. As AnB=(b we have 
An fi Ek ,... k,,= fi (A,nE, ,... k,,)=& 
?I=1 n=l 
for each sequence k, , k2, . . . . Then, by semicompactness of %, we obtain for each 
sequence k, , k2, . . . 
N(k, ,k,....) 
n (A, n Ek,..+,,I =0, tl=l 
forsome N(k,,k,,...)EfU 
Let now 
Wk,&...) 
C=u n Ek ,... k,,:(k& ,... )ENN 
n=l 
Obviously, the family over which we take the union is counta.ble, whence C E 8&. 
Clearly we also have A n C = 0. q 
The following facts follow easily. 
orollary 2.2. % be a semicompact family of subsets of a set E. If 
(= &,) and B = 0, then there exists C E %&as uch that B E C and 
AnC=@. Cl 
.3. Assume that 8 is a semicompact family of subsets of some set E. If 
(%) and A’= ( 2%) (in particular if AC E 93( %‘)), then A’ E Z& 
,( E’), then A% (8’) implies A% S&U6 (G 
In the next theorem extending the above corollary we assume B( %) = 
follows from Theorem 2.6 that an additional assumption on 8 is, indeed, necessary. 
Let 27 be a semicompact family of subsets of a set E. Let 9( 8) = 
( a) implies A’ E +,(8), for each (x co,. 
roof. By Corollary 2.3 and simple transfinite induction. Cl 
The following topological fact implied by Corollary 3.3 was 
(compare this with the res )* 
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Corollary 2.5. If X is a cr-compact regular space and all open sets are in S( 9& ), then 
X is perfectly normal. III 
Now we shall give a counterexample to the extension of Corollary 2.3 for 1 
belonging to the classes higher than 
eorem 2.6. For each 1 < Q! < wI there exist a compact family Zf of subsets of a certain 
set E (c_[O, l]u [2,3]) and a set A E 
roof. Let B E (x1, &U {H&JZ&): 6 < cu} [3, Chapter 2, Section 30, XIV]. By 
[3, Chapter 3, Section.37, I, Theorem ] there exists a continuous function f from 
N onto B’= [2,3]\ B. Let E = [O, 11 v 
(the closure f -‘( T n B’) is taken with respect o the interval [0, I]). One can easily 
see that 8 is compact. By transfinite induction it follows straightforwardly that for 
each &o,: 
Now we notice that if D E HJ3&1) then there exists some set S c Q such that 
(ii) (Dn B)uf-‘(Dn B’)dkIf@). 
In fact, let D E Ho(X~2,31) = XK2,31. By the definition of 8 
(Dn B)uf-‘(Dn B’)E Z% H,(8) 
and 
f-‘(DnB’)=f-‘(DnB’)u(f-‘(DnB’)nQ) 
because f is continuous. Thus we can put S = f -‘( D n B’) n Q. The rest for 0 < 5 < w1 
is a standard transfinite induction. 
The above fact implies, putting D = B, that we can find SE Q such that B u SE 
(8’). But BgU{ (X&): &a} and, by(i), Bus&U{ .- (g): s< a}. On the 
other har : 
A = ([0, l] v B)\( B v S) = [0, l]\S E 
Using the Cartesian product operation one can obtain a single compact family 
in which the phenomamn descritsled in Theorem 2.6 holds for each 
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